Doorstep Customers
Feedback
HEY, We want to hear why you
choose Mossgiel Organic Milk:

“Creamy/tasty.
Your milk is
mootafull”
“I buy Mossgiel milk because animal welfare is
improved, the process is better for the
environment, there’s less plastic and the glass
bottles are reusable – plus the milk is delicious”

“Originally it was our daughter who
ordered it for us during lockdown.
So glad she did. We love the milk
(with the cream on top brings back
lovely memories of our youth)”

“We chose Mossgiel Milk because it is
fresh, tasty and getting it delivered
to the door is a bonus. Thank you”
“Milk that tastes like real milk not mixed & watery.
Cows that are treated like queens. A local family
business live local shop local. And a fantastic
environmental policy.”

“Produced locally, sustainable
process, love this wee bit of
cream, delivery never fail.”

“I have friends who have their own dairy farm in
Ireland and I know its pennies that they get per litre
for their milk so I am happy to pay extra for my
organic milk which also tastes like the milk I used
to get when I was wee. My mum is 90 and just loves
the full fat milk as she lives with me.”

“The quality is amazing. The taste is
superb. Glass bottles keep it chilled and
recyclable. Most importantly I hope I am
paying a fair price direct to the producer
and not paddling at a loss leader for a
supermarket! Oh and doorstep delivery –
who wouldn’t like that?”

“Local, well-farmed cows kept with calves.
Good ethical, eco-friendly – recyclable glass
bottles! Very efficient billing, order &
cancellation for holidays”

“It tastes great like real
milk. I know the animals are
cared for. Bottles are
recyclable. Buying local”
“We wanted to minimise plastic use in our
household and needed milk delivered. We had
been recommended Mossgiel because a) it was
local (and we like to support local as much as
possible) and b) it was fab milk which we can
confirm is true!”

“Convenience, milk
delivered to door. Milk
from happy cows.
Sustainable aspect, doing
our bit for environment”

“The milk is the best tasting + I love
that it comes happy cows! Also love
knowing how close to home the milk
we drink comes from”
“Huge reduction on plastic. Love your
farming ethos. Like not having to think
about having milk for our morning coffee.
Just think you are an awesome team.”

“Its delicious, local produce,
high concern for animal
welfare. Non-homogenised –
love the cream, organic, glass
bottles, home delivery”
“We choose Mossgiel because the quality of
product and the need to support a local
business who give great service while being
mindful of our environment. We also love
cows keeping their calves as long as possible.
Keep it up guys!”

“It tastes good and I
like what you’re doing.
Happy to support”
“I choose Mossgiel milk for a lot of reasons.
I like that the milk reminds me of my
childhood, also that it arrives in their glass
reusable bottles. It’s organic with no
pesticides I also like that the calves stay with
mummy until weaned.”

“We like the milk and the convenience
of having it delivered. The service is
very good. Both van and delivery
person are quiet. Great!”

“It’s great having it in
glass bottles with cream on
the top. Reminds me of
school milk also it’s great
having it delivered straight
from the farm.”
“Discovered Mossgiel when researching for a
sustainable farm to write a report on our
final year at Uni degree. Lockdown happened.
I know dairy delivered so began ordering
and never stopped. Only me in house drinks
milk. Love it, will continue to support.
Admire all the work & campaigning &
news/update from farm.”

“1. Tastes great
2. Glass not plastic bottles (reuse)
3. Delivery & pick up free –
lovely driver
4. Direct Debit
5. Customer service ‘outstanding’
6. Love the emails
7. Local farming, no additives,
made in Scotland
8. Eco-friendly
NON EU!”

